Quasi-optical imaging systems require low blurring effect and large depth of focus (DOF) to get an acceptable sharpness of the image. To reduce aberration-limited blurring, the aspheric convex plano lenses with an aperture diameter of 350 mm are designed in W-band. We analyzed theoretically and experimentally the millimeter-wave band lens characteristics, such as beam spot size, spatial resolution (SR), and DOF, via f -number. It is first used to verify the DOF through f -number in the system-level test with the developed W-band radiometer imaging system. We have confirmed that the larger f -number of quasi-optical lens leads to a larger DOF but a lower SR.
Introduction
Imaging systems have been developed in the millimeter-wave (MMW) region because of, in contrast to a visible imager and infrared, their ability to see through bad weather for surveillance and to penetrate opaque objects such as clothing, polymers, and some building materials for security applications [1] [2] [3] [4] . There are two optimum frequency bands for the use in MMW imaging, Q-band (35 GHz band) and W-band (94 GHz band). This is because transmission through the atmosphere is significantly better in these atmospheric windows compared to the other frequencies in MMW region. W-band offers better image quality and spatial resolution (SR), as governed by the diffraction limit, compared to the Q-band. The range of MMW imaging system is generally from meters to kilometers between targets and the sensors. However, there are fewer research results for short-range MMW imaging applications, especially less than hundreds of centimeters. Previous works have demonstrated capacities for obtaining high resolution images at close range [5] [6] [7] [8] . The focal plane array (FPA) technology is useful due to the high frame rate of the MMW imaging system at the expense of the cost of large area arrays [9] [10] [11] [12] . The image acquisition methods are introduced in many papers using mechanically scanned 1D and 2D FPA. A dielectric lens antenna is a good candidate as quasi-optics for the MMW imaging radiometer system due to its advantages of size, weight, and efficiency compared with a metal reflector antenna [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The SR, the field of view (FOV), and the depth of focus (DOF) are the major parameters for a FPA imaging system. The SR based on Rayleigh criteria depends on f -number (f ∕#) of a lens in a given frequency. FOV is limited by the SR and the number of receivers, but it is also limited by the optical coupling efficiency of a close placed receiver's antennas. The DOF is the variable image distance from a lens to a receiver and it depends on f ∕# of a lens. In this paper, we present theoretically and experimentally the relationship between lens characteristics and f ∕# for W-band quasi-optical radiometer imaging system at the short range. For verification, we have designed two lenses with the different f ∕# and the same aperture size at 94 GHz.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 theoretically describes the characteristics of a quasi-optical lens in a MMW focal plane imaging system. The design of an aspheric quasi-optical lens antenna is presented in Section 3. The characteristics of aspheric quasi-optical lenses are experimentally analyzed in Section 4. The conclusion follows in Section 5.
Characteristics of Aspheric Quasi-Optical Lens in MMW Imaging System
The schematic of a quasi-optical lens is shown in Fig. 1 . The main characteristics of a lens are beam spot size, d blur , the SR, r sp , and the DOF. To explain the lens characteristics, it is suitable to understand the relationship between the characteristics and f ∕# of a lens in accordance with Gaussian beam propagation. It is necessary to consider the conjugation ratio depending on magnification of a lens in analyzing the relationship. The Gaussian lens equation is given as follows [18] [19] [20] :
where S i , S o , and F are the distance between image plane and lens, distance of object plane from lens, and the focal length of the lens. The expression for the magnification, M, of the lens is given as
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we get the relation between image distance, focal length, and magnification:
If the magnification, M, is relatively low, the lens is used at the infinite conjugate ratio corresponding to S i F. The incoming beam is focused by a lens to obtain a small beam spot, as shown in Fig. 1 . The focused beam spot spreads on the image plane because of aberration and diffraction of the lens. And these introduce blurring in the image.
In general, the aberration is caused by the spherical geometry of lens surfaces. The aberration-limited spot size, d ab , is determined by multiplying the aberration-limited angle angular blur, ΔΘ ab , by the image distance S i . The aberration-limited angular blur, based on third-order aberration theory, and aberration-limited spot is given as [18, 21] :
where D, F, n, and q are the diameter, focal length, material refractive index, and shape factor of the lens, respectively. The shape factor q of a lens is given by [21] : where R 1 and R 2 are the radius of curvature for left and right side surface of the lens, as shown in Fig. 1 . The variation of the aberration-limited angular blur with shape factor shown in Fig. 2 , for the lens made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) which has a refractive index (n) of 1.5187 at 94 GHz [17, 20] and it is being operated at the infinite conjugate ratio. An asymmetric shape that corresponds to a q-value of about 0.87 is the best singlet shape. It is important to note that the best-form shape of lens is dependent on the refractive index. In case of a typical dielectric singlet, the convex plano shape (q 1), with convex side toward the infinite conjugate, performs nearly as well as the best-form lens. Equation (5) is simplified to Eq. (7) for a spherical convex plano lens in the case of HDPE and the finite conjugate ratio:
where f ∕# F∕D denotes the f -number of the lens. The diffraction accounts for the spreading of the radiation as it passes through an aperture. Thus, a point object is never imaged on a point in the image plane as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The irradiance distribution in the image plane and its cross section is shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The diffraction is a natural property and it always present on any quasi-optical lens. Its effects may be masked if the lens has significant aberration. In the case of aspheric convex plano lenses, the diffraction is dominant over aberration. The diffraction-limited half-angle angular blur and corresponding circular ring of the diffraction pattern containing 86% of irradiance distribution, Fig. 3(b) , is given as follows [22] :
where λ is the wavelength of MMW beam. The diffraction-limited blur spot size for finite conjugate ratio is given as [22] : . ρ is normalized radial distance from the center [22] .
The diffraction-limited blur spot size given by Eq. (9) is the radius of the circular ring of the diffraction pattern in the focal plane having 86% irradiance distribution [22] .
Comparing the aberration-limited spot size to the diffraction-limited spot size suggests a criterion of a single lens. If the spot size d ab is larger than d diff , then d blur is limited by aberration. If the spot size d ab is smaller than d diff , the spot size is essentially diffraction limited. Figure 4 depicts the spot size as a function of f ∕# in the case of the convex-plane lens with the infinite conjugate ratio using Eqs. (7) and (9) . Figure 4 (a) shows that the spot size caused by spherical aberration is inversely dependent on the cube of f ∕# and the diffraction-limited spot size increases linearly with f ∕#. The resultant spot size by the dominant fact decreases for small f ∕# and then increases with f ∕# as shown in Fig. 4(b) . It means that there is some optimum point (P) for a minimum of both aberration and diffraction. The optimum spot size is about 8.7 mm at the f ∕# of 1.65 for the convex plano lens. The diffraction, a natural property, is always present on any quasi-optical lens, although its effects may be masked if the lens has a significant aberration. However, the spherical aberration can be reduced by aspherical lens or multiple lenses. Accordingly, an aspheric convex plano lens is mainly dominated by the diffraction and its focused beam spot diameter can be represented by the twice the diffraction-limited spot size given by Eq. (9) .
In imaging applications, the SR is ultimately limited by diffraction. Calculating the maximum possible SR of a lens requires an arbitrary definition of what is meant by resolving two features. In the Rayleigh criterion, it is assumed that two separate point source can be resolved when the center of the Airy disc from one overlaps the first dark ring in the diffraction pattern of the second. In this case, the smallest resolvable distance is [22] :
where d diff o is the spot diameter at which the intensity distribution of the Airy disc is the first 0% intensity point of its maximum value on the axis for the finite conjugated lens. The SR is linearly proportional to f ∕# as shown in Eq. (10) . It is also related to the physically minimum space between the adjacent receivers for a FPA imaging system. The Gaussian beam focuses from a lens down to a waist and then expands proportionally to x as shown in Fig. 5 . The wavefront radius of curvature, which was infinite at x 0, will become finite and initially decrease with x. At some point, it will reach a minimum value, and then it increases with larger x, eventually becoming proportional to x. The equations describing the Gaussian beam radius wx and the wavefront radius of curvature Rx are [19, 20] :
where x is the distance propagated from the plane where the wavefront is flat and w o 0.5d diff o is the radius of the 1∕e 2 irradiance contour at x 0. The Rayleigh range, X R , defined as the distance over the beam radius by a factor of 2 p , is given by [19, 20] :
DOF is the range of the image distance over which the focused spot diameter remains below an arbitrary limit. Normally, it is defined as the distance w o spot size points or 2 times Rayleigh range [19, 20] . For the finite conjugated lens, it can be written as [19, 20] :
It is clear from Eq. (14) that the DOF is proportional to the square of f ∕#.
For the aspheric convex plano lens with two different f ∕#, the main lens characteristics are calculated by using Eqs. (9), (10), and (14) and their values are summarized in Table 1 . The quasi-optical lenses have the spot diameter of 8.4 and 4.0 mm, the SR of 6.2 and 3.0 mm, and DOF of 76.6 and 17.3 mm for high f ∕# and low f ∕#, respectively. However, the real beam pattern of the low f ∕# lens may be relatively broad compared with the ideal pattern because the SR cannot be less than a wavelength, 3.2 mm. The theoretical results show that larger DOF requires larger f ∕# lens even though it leads to lower SR because of the larger focused beam.
Design of W-band Quasi-Optical Lens Antenna
The quasi-optics configuration, shown in Fig. 6 , consists of a dielectric lens and a feed antenna. An aspheric convex plano lens type is selected for a quasi-optical lens in the W-band imaging system because of its advantages of low manufacturing cost and lower aberration-limited blurring than the spherical nonequiconvex and convex plano lens. We designed two aspheric convex plano lenses with aperture size of 350 mm in the region band using the optics design tool CODE V [23] . Equation (15) shows the design formula for the aspheric convex surface and it is based on the conic equation as follows:
where x and y are the design coordinates of the lens surface. The high-order coefficients of the conic equation are a, b, c, and d. R is the radius of the aspheric surface and k is the conic constant. The constant values of the aspheric surface, described in Table 2 , are optimized to achieve low spherical aberration. The designed two lenses have the different focal length with the same diameter to analyze the quasi-optical characteristics with respect to f -number, which is the ratio of the focal length over the diameter of the lens, f ∕# F∕D. The focal lengths of the designed aspheric lenses with the lens diameter of 350 mm are 524 and 326 mm, corresponding to high f ∕# of 1.50 and low f ∕# of 0.93. The fabricated aspheric dielectric lenses are shown in Fig. 7 . For low weight and low dissipation loss, the lenses are made of HDPE material with the refractive index of 1.5187 at 94 GHz [17, 20] . As a feed antenna of quasi-optics in Fig. 6 , the dielectric rod antenna (DRA) is adapted due to compact size and high gain compared with a standard waveguide type antenna in the MMW band. We designed DRA, which consists of a tapered dielectric rod and a WR-10 waveguide, for good quasi-optical transformation efficiency between a lens and a feed antenna using computer simulation technology microwave studio simulator [24] . The sharp dielectric rod of DRA is made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene material with refractive index of 1.6105 at 94 GHz [17] because this material is harder than HDPE used for DRA in [25] . The fabricated DRA, shown in Fig. 8 , is the total length of about 30 mm. The return loss and radiation pattern of DRA, as shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), are measured by HP 8510 vector network analyzer and near-field measurement equipment. The return loss is below −15 dB over the full W-band and the H-plane radiation pattern has a gain of about 15.3 dB, the first side lobe level of below −20 dB, and 10 dB beam widths of about 51.1°at 94 GHz. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup for component-level test of a lens [17] . A W-band source and a DRA are applied as a transmitter. A W-band power meter was attached to a DRA as a receiver antenna to measure the received power. To test the focal length and DOF of the designed quasi-optical lenses, the receiver was scanned on the optical axis by scan step size of 1 mm to measure the received power through the image distance, S i , at the fixed object distance, S o 2500 mm. In this test setup, the optimum image distance is the space from the lens to the receiver when the maximum output power of the receiver was observed. The experimental focal length and DOF of the lenses can be calculated by using Eq. (1) and by computing −3 dB level ranges where the received power is 3 dB lower than the maximum power at the optimum image distance. For test of the beam spot size and SR of the lenses, the receiver was horizontally scanned on the origin of the optimum image distance by scan step size of 0.5 mm to measure the focused beam pattern on H-plane at S o 2500 mm. We can get the experimental beam spot diameter and SR of the lenses by using −8.6 dB level ranges and first inflection point from the maximum power point of the measured beam pattern. As for the results of component-level test, the Gaussian propagation beam pattern at 94 GHz via image distance is depicted in Fig. 11 for two different f ∕# lenses. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , the image distance S i 561 mm, of the high f ∕# lens is measured at S o 2500 mm. According to the distance information, the focal length, F, of about 458 mm can be calculated by using Gaussian lens formula. The DOF, of −3 dB ranges is around 65 mm. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , the measured image distance of the low f ∕# lens is S i 265 mm at S o 2500 mm. This leads to a focal length of approximately 240 mm and DOF of about 23 mm. Further, the object distance is set by 2500 mm and then the measurement of the focused H-plane beam patterns of the quasi-optical lenses on the image plane are performed at three different frequencies of 90, 94, and 100 GHz. As depicted in Fig. 12 , the focused H-plane beam patterns for each high f ∕# and low f ∕# lens are very similar at all frequencies. The beam diameters at −8.6 dB point are about 9.4 and 7.5 mm at 94 GHz for two quasi-optical lenses. The results of the componentlevel test demonstrate that larger f ∕# of a lens leads to larger DOF, although it induces larger beam spot size and lower SR.
The DOF can be also measured through systemlevel test using a W-band radiometer imaging system whose configuration and signal flow are shown in Fig. 13 . The fabricated 94 GHz system consists of quasi-optical lens antenna with a reflector mirror, radiometer receiver, scanner, and PC with a DAQ. The performance of the imaging system are temperature sensitivity of below 1 K [17] , SR of about 0.64°, and FOV of above 10°× 10°in W-band. Figure 14 shows the experimental setup for the system-level test of a quasi-optical lens. The manufactured radiometer imaging system is used to measure DOF of two designed quasi-optical lenses by getting W-band radiometer images depending on the image distance at the fixed object distance S o 2500 mm. The DOF is the image distance ranges where the acceptable sharpness image is achieved. It can be represented by image contrast (IC), which is given by
IC
Voltage amplitude Voltage average
where V max and V min are the maximum and minimum output voltage of the receiver within a radiometer image frame. The DOF is the range between 0.707 points of IC via the image distance. The circleshaped Teflon plastic positioned at 2.5 m from the lens is used as a target and it is surrounded by absorber sheets to reduce the effects of environmental clutters on the image. The measured images and IC for each image are shown in Fig. 15 . The IC via the relative image distance are first normalized by the maximum value and then interpolated due to wide step size compared with that of the component-level test. The experimental DOF in the system-level test are 68 and 25 mm for high f ∕# and low f ∕# lens, as shown in Fig. 16 . The results are very similar to that of the component-level test. All measurement data of the two lenses are summarized in Table 3 . The measurement results show that if the lens has higher f ∕#, the lens will be larger SR and depth of field. The experimental results and trends are very well-matched with the theoretical outcomes. However, the difference between two data can be caused by the difficulty to know exactly the electrical characteristics of HDPE material used at 94 GHz and the manufacturing error of the large aperture aspheric lens. In addition, the experimental limitations, such as alignment and step size between test points, causes the difference, especially more critical for low f ∕# lens because of the relationship between the lens characteristic and f ∕#.
Conclusion
The quasi-optical characteristics via f ∕# are theoretically and experimentally analyzed in a MMW imaging system. Two low aberration aspheric convex plano lenses are designed at 94 GHz and the lenses have a diameter of 350 mm and different f ∕# of 1.3 and 0.7. The experimental results show that the averaged DOF is 66 and 24 mm and the SR is 6.7 and 5.0 mm for high f ∕# and low f ∕# lens. It is conformed that the large f ∕# lens gives large DOF to the quasi-optical imaging system. The proper f ∕# of a lens should be selected to complete sharpness image for a FPA imaging system because there is a tradeoff between the DOF and the SR. This result can be used as an important design guideline of the quasi-optical lens antenna for the MMW imaging system with lower SR compared to IR cameras. 
